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By Margaret Truman

Random House USA Inc, India, 2005. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand
New Book. As Margaret Truman knows from firsthand experience, living in the White House can be
exhilarating and maddening, alarming and exhausting-but it is certainly never dull. Part private
residence, part goldfish bowl, and part national shrine, the White House is both the most important
address in America and the most intensely scrutinized. In this splendid blend of the personal and
historic, Margaret Truman offers an unforgettable tour of the president s house across the span of
two centuries. Opened (though not finished) in 1800 and originally dubbed a palace, the White
House has been fascinating from day one. In Thomas Jefferson s day, it was a reeking construction
site where congressmen complained of the hazards of open rubbish pits. Andrew Jackson s
supporters, descending twenty thousand strong from the backwoods of Kentucky and Tennessee,
nearly destroyed the place during his first inaugural. Teddy Roosevelt expanded it, Jackie Kennedy
and Pat Nixon redecorated it. Through all the vicissitudes of its history, the White House has
transformed the characters, and often the fates, of its powerful occupants. In The President s House,
Margaret Truman takes us behind...
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It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book
we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Marge Jerde-- Miss Marge Jerde

It is really an remarkable publication i actually have possibly study. It usually is not going to cost excessive. Its been written in an exceedingly basic way
and is particularly only right after i finished reading this publication through which basically transformed me, affect the way i think.
-- Dr. Breana O'Kon-- Dr. Breana O'Kon
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